
Shadow 781 

Chapter 781: Consideration 

This time he appeared in a region where there were countless of trees and all kinds of flora and fauna 

unseen in any of the other continents of the world 

Unlike before, where he arrived on the sky of a small city that is about to be destroyed by a flaming 

gigantic ball, this time Azief appears in a large city. 

And unlike the small city before, this place is full of fighting. And there is one thing that one would fail 

not to notice if they are here right now. 

There is four gigantic tortoise chomping down on flying Seresian soldiers. These four tortoise is fighting 

alongside the fighters 

‘Storm Tide’ Azief says as he smiles a bit 

These tortoises are no longer on the sea but instead is on land fighting the never ending Seresian 

soldiers that comes out from the space rips. 

There are big and they like a tank. There are of course all kinds of fortification on the backs of the 

tortoise and even weapons mounted on many parts of the tortoise shell that is used to kill the invaders 

While the Seresian soldiers that comes out from the sky is not strong, most of them who is around 

Energy Disperse stage level of power, but the difference between this places and others, it is that it is 

too numerous. 

The demonic creatures blotted the sun, and fill the Earth. Everywhere you look, there is a demonic 

creature fighting, dying and then it repeated. 

There are also humans that is dying in droves as there are demonic creatures that dies 

No matter how strong a person is unless they are a Disk Formation leveler that could manipulate energy 

or a Seed Formation leveler that have great attainment they would surely be exhausted. 

Of course, if a Divine Comprehension leveler is here from the very beginning, this kind of scene would 

never happen no matter how many of this weak creature come out from the portal. 

That is the reason Azief chooses to come to this place after he solve the matter in the African Continent. 

‘There is too many here’ he mutters 

This the advantage brought about by the powerful realm of Divine Comprehension and the Supremacy 

Stairway bestowment. 

It would take time for others to turns the comprehension of their Laws into Law Body but because of the 

Perfection Path that he walks, all of his thirteen laws has been refined into a Law Body. 

It was like he is skipping ahead a hundred feet further than anyone else 

Right now, Azief could no longer use the Cosmic Law ability because he had separated that Law from his 

body. 
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If somehow his Law Body were destroyed by others, then the Law would return back to him 

Laws are eternal after all. As long as the Omniverse exist these Laws will never go out completely. 

But even if he did not have his Cosmic Law, he still has twelve other Laws in his Inner universe. And that 

is enough to destroy all opposition 

The fact that he could project his Law Body outside his Inner Universe easily is also a pleasant surprise 

for Azief himself. 

He believes that this has something to do when he takes over the Heaven Will when he is in the future. 

He saw the door to the next level. Since he did not push the door because he wanted to reach Perfect 

Divine Comprehension leveler, he instead was given full mastery of the Laws inside his body. 

Azief sighed as he looks at the area of South America right now. 

He did not look at it with his eyes. 

He looks at it with his Divine Sense. 

Compared to the other continent, this place had the least Demonic Counts. By that statement, it should 

be that this is the last continent he should help 

But, what it lacks in quality, it compensates with quantity. 

Of all the continents of the world, South America had the most invading forces of all the other 

continents. 

And they were not by the Otherworlds but by the demonic soldiers of the Seresian world. They were 

millions of them. 

Imagine that. A millions of flying demonic creatures filling up the sky and roaming about the Earth 

They were so numerous that they clash against each other trying to kill the enemy. 

Of course Azief did not know that if not for Loki still restraining that large and ever expanding space rips 

on the Island of peace, it would be all hell break loose situation around North America. 

Azief appeared up there in the sky and not even one people noticed him. 

There were too numerous beings in the sky, like a locust gathering about and it is never ending. The 

space rips keep opening over the skies, and coming out of it is an unending streams of demonic soldiers. 

Most people would have given up trying to contain this but the people below is still fighting bravely 

The area above the clouds is dark because it is full of demonic soldiers. the corpses of these demonic 

soldiers also fills the ground, like they were the ground. 

People that were fighting no longer step on land instead stepping on the body of the dead, fighting in 

hills of bodies and when they fall, they fall among the bodies of the fallen, drenching themselves on 

blood of the enemies 



It is a terrifying sight and the sound of the tortoise chomping down and munching on these Seresian 

soldiers echoes loudly even amidst the screams, the shrieking and the war cries. 

Azief has a protective barrier around him and the Heaven Will covers him. 

Even though he was not invisible no one noticed him. Not the locust-like Seresian invading force and not 

the people fighting below. 

Azief look on at the four tortoise. 

While the four tortoise is chomping and munching down on the Seresian soldiers, there, on the 

suspended island that is on the middle area space among the four tortoise, Narleod could be seen using 

weapons of the League of Freedom to kill the invading forces. 

Beside him stands Warp, ready to teleport if the situation is unsalvageable. Narleod is somehow in Seed 

Formation. Azief notices this and he squinted his eyes 

Then he saw the circulation of energy in Narleod body and his frown became even deeper 

‘What kind of path this person walks?’ he thought to himself. 

Azief was curious because if this anybody else, they would surely have been overwhelmed and fled 

already, making a base somewhere else before launching a counterattack. 

But the fact that they could still maintain this area and still maintaining killing the Seresian soldiers 

shows that League of Freedom is not as weak as they portrayed themselves to be. 

Azief just look at this and he look at the surrounding. He saw a hill of bodies of demonic soldiers on one 

side of the battlefield 

He squinted his eyes and his Divine Sense penetrated the hills of bodies of Seresian soldiers and he 

nodded. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to website 
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Below the heaps of bodies of Seresian demons, is the heaps of bodies of invading human forces from the 

Otherworlds. 

It seems unlike the other continents, Narleod easily destroy the invading forces of the other worlds. 

Even then, with this influx of demonic creature that fills the Heaven and Earth in South America, these 

Otherworlds forces could not even join in the battle. 

The elites of the League of Freedom and the demonic creatures of the Seresian world are like tigers and 

dragons clashing, while the Otherworlds forces are small cats and small snakes trying to survive. 

Azief believe that the moment these Otherworld forces arrive at this battlefield; they probably were 

instantly slaughtered by either the rushing of the demonic soldiers or the soldiers under the control of 

League of Freedom. 

Azief still did not make a move. 



It has been five seconds and he is still considering a lot, like the roars of battle and the death that is 

happening round him is a common sight and could not move his heart the slightest. 

Around him every movement appears to be slow and he seems to be the only one that seems to be 

moving. 

He is actually moving in hyper speed and as such everything appears to be slow. 

He could take the sights and the lay of the land in a matter of seconds even if he did not have the helps 

of the Heaven Will 

His gaze rested on Narleod and he sighed to himself. He had always been wary of letting Narleod holding 

power. 

It was him that elevated the League of Freedom into one of the great powers. 

But the elevation was done purely because of interest. He wanted someone to restrain the World 

government at the time. 

But he never like Narleod. There is a madness in his eyes. Azief recognize that madness. It is madness of 

vengeance. 

As such, he had always been uneasy. 

‘What should I do about you…a madman?’ 

Chapter 782: Old acquaintance 

He looks further away and try to see the fates of the people under the rule of League of Freedom. 

In every city it has a guard guarding the city and this surprise Azief. 

All of these guards are around Disk Formation leveler making it that most of the city in South America 

did not suffer complete annihilation. 

‘I guess, his kind of crazy also have his own logic’ Azief thought. 

He also took the time to see that Narleod uses gun-like weaponry to kill the Seresian demons. 

‘Sharpshooter class?’ Azief thought. 

No one knew the class of the leader of the league of Freedom. Azief also never cares before 

Some people said that the leader of the League of Freedom could control fire but that might be just a 

skill or his mastery of Laws. 

After all, classes grew unimportant if you choose the path of refining energy. 

Even he himself had long abandoned the Lord Shadow class and walking the Perfection Path. 

When one break through the level barrier, break through over the system, then one is free to be 

whatever they want and no longer restrained by classes. 

Of course, there is also merit in training using the class system. 
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Azief look at the others that is fighting below and up in the sky. 

There is quite some famous name fighting in this battlefield. 

There is Fire Arrow Frieda who is shooting fire balls toward the sky creating a large fireworks explosion 

that fills the sky with fire. 

But even then Azief could see that Frieda is getting tired and her aim is already off. 

If not for the fact that her flame arrows have a large area of attack effect, then she probably would not 

even kill one Seresian demon at her current state. 

There is also Water Princes Erin who is using the rivers nearby to create a large water monsters that is 

slapping down the approaching demonic soldiers 

She also uses the water to heal herself from fatigue but there is so much she could do before she too 

would be overwhelmed by the sheer size of the invasion force. 

And he also saw someone that he recognizes among those people fighting in the battlefield. He smiles a 

bit. There is Hamad and Hatta. 

Azief thought to himself 

‘These two people still survive huh?’ of all the people that Azief meet in the world, some have become 

powerful figure in the world. 

Others have died. 

And some others have disappeared. 

But these two people. Hamad and Hatta is one of the few people he met in his first journey after the 

Fall. 

Hamad and Hatta did not become anyone big. 

They did not become important either. But they still survive. If anything, Azief should congratulate them. 

Azief thought those two would return to the new government of Malaysia but they clearly didn’t instead 

they are still in the employ of League of Freedom. 

And they are fighting with their lives for League of Freedom. He just need a glance to know the classes 

of Hamad and Hatta and their level of power 

Hamad is a Berserker and he is already at Seed Formation and he is using his life energy to burn and 

increase his power as he keeps killing any Seresian that comes near him 

Hatta is using his scimitar to kill any demonic soldiers that come near him but Azief could see the 

tiredness that is slowly creeping in. 

No matter how powerful they are, they are still people with limits. 

Energy that they used could not be replenished as fast as they could use it. He then looks at the skies 

filled with space rips and he smirks a bit 



It almost like this area was assigned as a cannon fodder area by the Seresian world. 

they sent all these soldiers to chip at the enemy strength, sending millions of cannon fodder and 

probably by the end, they would send a few Demonic Counts here. 

Even after Azief had created the pressure to weaken the enemies and hurls down lightning and 

thunderbolts and brought out giants from beneath the Earth, it only provides a bit reprieve for the 

people here. 

He also saw Maya. 

Queen Maya the self-proclaimed Queen of the Philippines. 

Her seat was unseated by the conspiracy of the World Government and the Republic if he is not 

mistaken. 

‘So, she had joined the league of Freedom too’ he thought to himself 

There is also the huntress Delia, the Mad Scientist Akira and the Poison master Takashi. 

They were the one that kept fighting and making sure that the city is not breached completely. 

Some fought in the sky and some fought in the ground but the signs of this area to be overwhelmed is 

clear. 

Even Warp who is standing beside Narleod also chip in his strength as he teleported any demonic 

soldiers that arrives near the city a thousand of kilometers away 

Looking at them not able to hold it any longer, Azief sigh. 

The moment he sighed the time around him moves normally. His sigh echoes all over the skies and 

suddenly a force erupted out of him in the sky. 

Anything around one hundred kilometers radius of him disintegrated. They bled in the ears, their heads 

exploded and they disintegrated into dust. 

This is the power of his sigh. Him sighing, is the Heaven sighing. At this time, finally everyone notices 

that there is someone in the sky. 

The momentum of the rushing demonic soldiers was cut off. Narleod who is trembling in his hand after 

using his weapon look at the sky with complicated expression. 

‘Death Monarch.’ Warp look happy. 

While Narleod had complicated feelings about Death Monarch, Warp had always idolized the ruler of 

Pandemonium. 

While he stays with Narleod because of their connection with each other, he had always admired the 

strongest person in the world. 

And Warp also realize that if Death Monarch is here this means that he is about to make a move and 

help them 



It did not escape the attention of Warp that Death Monarch had created some kind of formation in 

African continents and while the sight of the titanic figure of Death Monarch is not easily seen amidst 

the millions of flying demonic creatures in the sky, Warp could see it even form here, bashing all the 

demonic creature there 

Warp even thought to teleports himself and Narleod there if the situation arises where they could not 

hold on any longer. 

Of course Warp would also strive to bring as many as he can with his teleportation power. But he also 

knows the limitation of his power where he would not be able to bring everyone. 

But now Death Monarch is here, he felt like a heavy burden is lifted off from his heart. The others have 

also notices him from Maya to the Poison Master 

Azief on the other hand just smiles, his gaze did not even rest onto Narleod. 

Instead his eye gaze upon the two people, Hamad and Hatta. 

Hamad and Hatta is being crowded with demonic soldiers that want to tear their body apart. Both of 

them thought that today is the day they died. 

But as the gaze look down up on them, the demonic soldiers that is crowding them suddenly stopped. 

It is not accurate to say they stopped. 

Instead they were forced to stop. 

They wanted to tear apart Hamad and Hatta, and one could see their body trembling all over trying to 

move but they just couldn’t. 

It was like an invisible thread is restraining them from attacking as they could only see their prey in front 

of them but they could not do anything. 

Hamad and Hatta then felt a warmth over their bodies. 

Their wounds stitched itself back up and any of the previous tiredness were swept away by the warm 

force. 

They look at the sky. 

The other demonic creature notices all of this and they tried to attack Azief and attack the city and its 

defenders. 

But now, everyone stopped moving. 

They were halted in place like the snows in Moscow where it halted in place by the desire of the Ice 

Queen. 

They float in the air, and they all were trembling but they could not move. 

they all shrieked and the sound of millions of demonic creature shrieking is quite daunting and broke the 

sound barrier. 



Azief notices that even though these demonic soldiers could not move they still could attack. 

‘They attacked using soundwave this times. I didn’t know that they could do that’ Azief thought to 

himself 

He only smiles as he clicks his finger. 

The sound was trapped and everything went silent. Not even the sound of the wind could be heard. 

‘They should send some demonic count here. It is because they did not send such powerful officials that 

there are so easily subdued’ this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to 
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Azief thought to himself and chuckles by himself. The world was silent and the only noise that would 

appear is the noise that he made. 

At least, to the people here, they believe the world become silent. When in fact it is only around two 

hundred kilometers radius around him 

To Azief even though there are millions of Energy Disperse Stage and even if there is millions of Seed 

Forming stage, he did not fear. First, there is the repression of Heaven. 

That alone had weakened their ability in this world. The other is that he himself had doubled that 

pressure. 

Most of Seed Formation right now only possess the prowess of Energy Disperse Stage and they would 

found difficulty to use the worldly energy of this world. 

the only reason that these people here doesn’t notice this, is because these demonic soldiers are suicide 

soldiers 

They died so quickly and other come replenish their rank so quickly that no one could notice. 

There is also the fact that these are such chaotic battlefield and in such an environment, one could be 

forgiven to not realize such things 

Hamad and Hatta finally realized that Death Monarch is looking at them. They sheepishly smile and Azief 

just laughed. 

‘At least for an old acquaintance, I should give League of Freedom some face’ he said. 

Chapter 783: Keeping your guard up 

Now every demonic creature in South America remain still, like time was stopped. 

The only moving things are those that is the inhabitants of Earth Prime and some other not hostile 

forces that come from another world 

Narleod look at the two members of his League of Freedom. He knew of Hamad and Hatta and that they 

once met with Death Monarch but he didn’t know that the relationship between Death Monarch and 

them is that good. 
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Azief did not explain anything and he is not obligated to. When has it been the style of Death monarch, 

the style of the strongest person in the world to explain himself to the world? 

It is the world that has to explain to him and not the other way around 

Today, is the day that the world will see how powerful a Divine Comprehension leveler who is only one 

step away to Essence Creation could affect the world. 

Azief smiles and said 

‘I guess I have to also exert some effort’ 

He then slowly raises his palm and up there in the Heavens a palm was formed from universal energies 

and elements. 

Vibrational effect was produced as Laws and Concepts clash against each other as the palm is slowly 

formed in the form of a blurry silhouette at first 

Even though Narleod could not see the palm up above, he could feel the powerful pressure building up 

over the sky. 

At this moment, even though they could attack, none of the members of League of Freedom attacks the 

demonic soldiers. 

It is not that they don’t want to but as Death Monarch seems to constrain the demonic creature in some 

way, they all gather their energy and tries to replenish themselves. 

It is like a reprieve and many could be seen drinking potions, and gobbling up bottles of pills to quickly 

gather their energy into their body. 

Who knows how long Death Monarch could make these millions of demonic soldier stay like this. 

They need to be ready for the attack. 

In their minds, this is the limit of what Death Monarch could do. 

Delaying the enemy for a while as they rested their body and replenish their health and then they would 

fight together in the battlefield. 

Not everyone notices that Death Monarch raises his palm and not everyone could sense the energy that 

is gathering over the sky. 

The turbulence of energy disruption here is very bad which is why some people did not feel it. 

But slowly everyone could feel it. 

The energy turbulence around the area suddenly calms down by itself, like it was sweep away by an 

even more powerful force. 

They first felt it and then they look up. Then they saw it and not one of them was not shocked by the 

sheer size of the palm and the pressure it emanated. 



The space rips exploded and the space around the space rips turns into kaleidoscope shapes before it 

reconstructed itself, stabilizing the fabric of reality around South America. 

And they saw a huge palm, with five fingers that is about to descend down from the Heavens, scattering 

the clouds and any flying beast that still dare flying up there in the sky. 

Whenever that palm passes them, the beast turns into dust and the demonic soldiers that is suspended 

there up in the air also disintegrated like a small cube of ice meeting a hot magma. 

And below, the pressure could be felt by the other demonic creatures. 

While the Seresian demon could not move, they could see and they could still feel the powerful pressure 

that is about to come down. 

The demonic soldiers who is around Orb Condensing level suddenly began to explode one by one. 

But even if they exploded into mass of blood, that mass of blood did not falls. 

Instead just like before, they remain suspended in the air. 

The pain must be excruciating Maya thought as she saw a demonic soldier not far away from her that is 

about to explode. 

Maya could see that the eyes of the demon enlarged, its capillaries is pushed to the extreme. 

And its body began to bloat as the pressure affect the demon body. 

The pressure increase up and Maya could see the pressure push the fluids in the demon body between 

layers of skin and causing the outer layer of the demon skill to slough off. 

Then the first to explode is the demon eyeballs and then its entire body exploded. 

But the splash of blood did not splash to her 

The blood and meats all floated there, halting like time was stopped for them, bind by some invisible 

force. 

All around her and all around the South American continent, this same scene repeated itself. 

And the palm did not yet land down. 

By now, Azief had spent around a minute or so from the beginning he appears in the African continent, 

summon his laws Body and then coming here to South America continent, observe them and then doing 

all of this. 

He calculated it very carefully because he needs to also pay attention to Pandemonium. But since 

Pandemonium have his barrier and Sasha and others, he could still stay calm. 

They could still handle it. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to 
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But just because that is so it did not mean he is not worried at all. Instead he is trying to quickly settle 

things. 



After all, this matter happens because of him. 

If this matter did not come from him, his first priority would always be Pandemonium first but since this 

matter originated from him, he must be the one to clean it up. 

Azief was thinking about Pandemonium but his hand is still about to come down. 

With each move his hand made, the palm above the Heaven descends even more, creating a sky quake 

above the skies, its sound could be heard all around the world even amidst the dins of battle. 

The clouds all over the South American Continent dissipated in an instant as a titanic palm revealed itself 

to the world 

The appearance of this palm sent the Heavens shaking and the Earth trembling 

The cosmos above rippled and stars seems to be attracted to its gravitational pull. Waves of powerful 

energy erupted from each of the fingers of that titanic palm. 

Azief simple raising of palm and bringing it back down slowly is creating such effect. 

Immense power rose up from the earth surging to the air and gathers at the titanic palm that is coming 

down. 

Right now, those people who were gobbling pills and drinking potions in the preparation for the next 

battle no longer have any mood to do so. 

It is clear that Death Monarch intend to clear them all. The strongest man in the world did not need 

their help and he always fight alone. 

It is not that Azief himself like fighting alone. It is the fact that nobody could keep up with him. As such, 

he prefers to fight it alone 

These people that wanted to fight alongside Death Monarch have noble intention. 

But to Death Monarch these people were burden if they were to fight together. Instead of helping him, 

they might even hinder him 

Death Monarch is about to cleanse the South American continent by his lonesome! That is the thought 

of everyone there as they saw the titanic palm 

This is the difference of level between them and him. 

They have to fight to the point of death to make sure the city did not fall. 

But up there in the sky, Death Monarch simply just raises his hand and a titanic palm descend down 

from the Heavens to exterminate all of these enemies. 

Though there is also something else that is creeping inside the heart of these people. That palm…would 

it also kill them? 

Who knows if Death Monarch is using this opportunity to weaken League of Freedom. As such, they too 

felt some fear when they saw the palm coming down 



If only they know the real reason why Azief would help them maybe they would not feel to suspicious. 

But League of Freedom is filled with paranoid people, people that was abandoned by the world, misfits 

and pariah 

The palm figure become even more obvious and one could even see creases and palm line on that 

titanic palm if they look closely as it is coming down. 

Everyone who is up there in the sky fighting the Demonic soldiers on the other continent could also see 

that palm coming down from the clouds, like a meteor from the Heavens rushing down. 

How could they not see it? It enveloped the entire continent of South America. That is shocking. 

Because the South America Continent right now is not small. 

Even before, it is large. 

But after the expansion of the world, the current South American continent could fit thousands of the 

former South American Continents and still have lots of space to spare. 

But that palm envelops the entire sky above the South American continent. 

The closer it came down to Earth, the more powerful the pressure it emanated to all the invading force 

in South America. 

Many more demonic creatures exploded because their body could not bear the pressure that is exerted 

upon them. 

The Seresian demons shriek but because of Azief their shriek did not produce sounds like the sound they 

bring out is muted. 

Azief did not seem to care that much nor does he seem worried that he is surrounded by millions of 

demonic creatures. 

Instead, he looks distracted. He then looks toward another direction and frowned 

One of his hands look like it is about to slap down while his other hand pointed a finger. 

‘I guess I could not put my guard down even for a second’ he said words that no one could understand. 

Chapter 784: A sword will 

 ‘I guess I could not put my guard down even for a second’ he said words that no one could understand. 

But the distance between Azief and the people below is very far and no one could probably hear what 

he said. 

But even if they hear it they would not understand what Azief is referring to. Azief pointed his finger 

toward the direction he is looking at and from the finger a blue light shoots out. 

Azief smiles a bit as a powerful sharp will embedded itself into that blue light 

It pierces space and Time and disappear from the eyes of everyone and appeared on Pandemonium. 
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There is almost no delay. 

The moment that blue light shoots out from his finger, it appeared instantly in Pandemonium. In 

Pandemonium a great battle is happening all over the great forbidden continent. 

Pandemonium after the expansion of the world become the largest continent of them all. Azief notices 

this too when he sweeps the world with his Heaven Will before 

He concluded this is because of the energy around the continent. 

The size and expansion of a certain continent is not determined by its original size but by the amount of 

energy it possess. 

Pandemonium had always been a continent with the most worldly energy since Azief had strengthen the 

foundation of Pandemonium with his powers. 

And right now that pandemonium is being invaded by many forces. Demonic creatures fill the skies and 

otherworldly forces fight a great battle in the ground. 

Countless of heroes and heroines of Pandemonium stake out their lives and fought off the invaders. 

Sounds of explosions, screams and shout fill the entire Pandemonium. 

Cracks of the world and torn space were signs of great engagement between demonic creatures and the 

people of Pandemonium. 

All kinds of abilities were unleashed that the heavens above Pandemonium seems to change colors 

Wang Jian, Athena and Freya, The Three Great generals of Pandemonium is up there in the sky, around 

the most badly condition battlefield filled with scarring of space Time, is fighting desperately against a 

powerful demonic duke 

The Demonic Duke keep roaring and his roaring fills the entirety of the sky and created powerful energy 

that created storms and sharp wind gales. 

A Demonic Duke possess the might of a Divine Comprehension leveler. And they are not many of them 

in the Seresian army. 

Azief knows this because he participated in that war against the Demon Emperor. Many of such figures 

died fighting the Demon Emperor. 

So, Seresian could not spare a lot of them 

But the three Great generals could still hold this Demonic Duke. There is a reason why they could do this 

If not for the fact that these demonic creature’s powers are constrained by the pressure of the All 

Source and the Heaven Will, how could three Disk Formation leveler be able to hold such a Demonic 

Duke from rampaging all over the world. 

Their fights cause great destruction to the space around them and natural calamity forms around them 

from storms, to ripping of space. 



Wang Jian is swinging his staff taking the long distance approach, enlarging his staff and tried to pummel 

the demonic duke to death 

But how could it be easy to kill a Divine Comprehension leveler even if they were weakened? 

The Demonic Duke just waves its hands and the gigantic staff that was as big as a mountain were waved 

away with Wang Jian were hurled backward a few hundred kilometers away. 

But Wang Jian did not give up as he shrinks back his staff and fly back almost instantly onto his original 

position and engage with the demonic duke in close combat attack relying on the sturdiness of the staff 

The Demonic Duke deals with this by flicking his fingers and shooting compressed airs to deflect each 

and every single attack made by Wang Jian. 

Wang Jian is not the only one that is fighting this Demonic Duke. Athena is also there swinging her 

Sword of Ares trying to inflict injury. 

Ghastly apparitions appear each time she swings her sword 

But when these ghastly figures try to attack the Demonic Duke, the Demonic Duke simply opens his 

mouth wide and suck the air around him and these ghastly figures that usually is a great threat to any 

enemy that fought against Athena, they were sucked into the Demonic Duke mouth and the connection 

between the ghastly figures and the Sword for Ares was cut off. 

The Demonic Duke just ignore the stabbing and the slashing motions by Athena because none of her 

attack wounded it that much. 

And the wound that she did manage to inflict, it would be healed a second later by the Demonic Duke 

regenerative abilities. 

This is what it means to be a Divine Comprehension leveler. 

Athena and Wang Jian is feared all over the world because they could tangle with the great heroes and 

heroines of the world and won easily over them 

But in front of this Demonic Duke, they were like kids and flies that is buzzing around it. They could only 

manage to annoy it but not do any damage to it. 

But while Athena could not wound the Demonic Duke and inflict major injury, she manages to keep the 

Demonic Duke preoccupied and not attacking the others below. 

If such a powerful Demonic Duke had no one constraining it, then who could estimate how many Seed 

Formation, Energy Disperse Stage and Orb Condensing levelers that this Demonic Duke would be able to 

kill? 

Freya also uses her long spear to attack the Demonic Duke and her Berserker is below fighting the 

otherworldly forces. 

If the Demonic Duke escape them and went below to kill, then her soldiers would surely die without a 

doubt. 



Each time she thrusted out her spear, the space around the tips of her spear point would be punctured 

and created space tearing. 

But this powerful spear attack that could tear apart space could not even reach the Demonic Duke. Their 

fights are hard to explain and to describe. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content 

please go to website novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 

To the people below them all they could see is light clashing against each other because their attack had 

reached maximum speed that if one is not in their level they would fail to see their battle clearly 

because the fast movement of each combatant 

Wang Jian, Athena and Freya fought with all they had, their body is pushed to the limits and even so, 

these three great figures that pacify the world and whose name resounding all over the four corners of 

the world is in a terrible situation fighting only one Demonic Duke. 

If the Seresian army sent another Demonic Duke here, then Pandemonium might be leveled to the 

ground after the barrier collapses. 

They keep fighting and clashing and sooner or later someone would slip up. 

The Demonic Duke found an opportunity and chop down with his hand toward Wang Jian. 

The momentum of his hand chopping break the space around him as wind direction changes courses 

because of the pressure that tack is bringing 

It is clear to everyone that if this attack hits Wang Jian, Wang Jian would be out for the count. 

Athena and Freya both were pushed away by a sudden burst of energy from the demonic duke as they 

tried to stop that attack from connecting 

At this time, everyone in Pandemonium that is still maintaining the barrier and those who were fighting 

outside the barrier could see that Wang Jian is about to be beaten down. 

And they all felt like their heart is going to drop seeing that hand chop is about to hit. 

Once Wang Jian is beaten down, then even if Athena and Freya try to contain the Demonic Duke, it 

would not be possible any longer. 

But then a blue flash seems to appears out of nowhere. 

This blue light flashed by the demonic duke and then onto the shock of everyone, the demonic duke 

roars in anger as one could see that the demonic duke wrist were cut off, his wrist falling down from the 

sky. 

The blue light did not immediately disappear. 

Instead it exploded into an explosion of blue sparks that fills the skies. 

Each of these small sparks contains a sword will. 

It is sharp and unstoppable. 



Like a New Year eve celebration, the blue light exploded, sparks could be seen filling the skies and then 

each of these sparks turns into a shape of a light sword, with no handle and edge. 

It is like a straight sharp line. 

It floated there on the sky for a second and then it scattered to the surrounding with lightning fast 

movement. 

It flew and pierce through every demonic creature in its path, the sound of screaming and shrieking fill 

the Heaven and Earth as tens of thousands of demonic creatures falls from the sky 

It did not only attack those demonic creatures in the sky. It also attacks the otherworldly forces in the 

ground. 

It sweeps them by like some reapers scythe. Swords filling the Heaven and Earth, and a powerful sword 

will fill the world, like the omens of the descent of a Sword Immortal 

This is the sword will of Death Monarch Azief and no one will ever escape once the sword is unsheathed 

from its sheathe 

Chapter 785: The world ending palm strike 

When these swords shaped light passes an area, everyone that is not the people of Pandemonium 

would have a thin hard to see line on their necks. 

A few seconds after that, their heads would slide off from their neck, dying just like that. 

It didn’t matter if they wore nano suits, or metal armor, they all share the same fate. Their heads were 

cut off and they all died standing. 

And then these sword shape lights disappeared. 

All of this happened in a matter of seconds. It shocks the people of Pandemonium 

Before they could even finish looking at the shocking amputation of the Demonic Duke, an explosion 

occurs in the sky. 

Before they could even finish reacting to the explosion, the sparks turn into a sword. Before they could 

even finish reacting to the spark turning into sword, it scattered and disappeared. 

It was fast and swift to the point of disbelief 

And then to the surprise of many, the tens of thousands of Seresian soldiers up there in the sky falls 

down, life was drained out of them. 

The enemy below on the other hand, had their heads sliding off their necks and died standing, their eyes 

open, not understanding how they died so suddenly and without preamble 

Now, up there in the sky, there is only one demonic duke sticking out like a sore thumb. All around him 

there is empty skies and the whole world seems to be purify by holy breath 

Wang Jian was spared of the attack and the demonic Duke has lost his wrist, blood is still pouring down 

the wound. 
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The regenerative abilities of the Demonic Duke could not kick in as the sword will grinded the Demonic 

Duke regenerative abilities with mini sword will that keep wounding the area affected 

The other fighters no longer have to fought off the incoming flying horde of demonic creatures and the 

Demon ci Duke has been weakened. 

‘My lord! Thank you!’ 

Wang Jian shouted loudly as his gaze look toward the area of the light originated. 

He could see a palm from Heavens coming down at the other horizons and he knows this feeling. It is 

the feeling of his lord, the ruler of Pandemonium this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this 

content please go to website novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 

The moment Wang Jian said my lord everyone knows he must be talking about Death Monarch. 

Did Death Monarch send that sword light and attacked the Demonic Duke from incalculable distance? 

The people fighting in Pandemonium actually felt a little dissatisfied when they saw the titanic figure of 

Death Monarch on the horizon. 

The reason is because, they knew that their ruler did not come back to Pandemonium first, instead he 

went somewhere else and help others. 

It is like he helps strangers instead of his own children 

But now all that dissatisfaction disappeared. Wang Jian did not miss the opportunity that Death 

Monarch had given him 

He shouted 

‘All, attack this Demonic Duke!’ 

The other heroes and heroines of Pandemonium flew to the sky and began mob attacking the Demonic 

Duke. 

Azief in the South American Continent smiles as he sees the battle 

That is what make him distracted. Even though he is at South America, his eyes keep watching the 

matters happening in Pandemonium. 

Now he could focus again at the deeds he is about to do. 

He then pushes down his palm and some of the Demonic Count howled trying to break free of the 

restriction imposed upon them. 

Azief click his finger and sound once again returned to this area. Everyone now could hear the howls of 

the demonic creatures. 

Everyone could see how alarmed they are right now and how fearful they seem to be. 

Waves and waves of energy seems to be rising up and bringing more force and pressure to that titanic 

palm. 



The demonic creatures all try to escape the binding that Azief had done onto them. 

They all wanted to escape the fate of dying but the overpowering presence that Azief is emanating is 

enough to make sure such thing would not happen 

Then everyone could feel it. 

The Palm appears, driving away all the Laws and Concepts, the clouds all dissipated into water particle 

before also digressing into atoms particles that merge with the palm. 

Everyone looks small beneath it. It felt like they were ants and that palm is the palm of a humans coming 

to smack them 

The entire South American Continent is bearing the force and all of its land were depressed one feet 

below. 

Mountains exploded in the distance as great avalanche shocked the world. 

Mountains are stakes of the world and with the explosion of mountains the world keep shaking and 

trembling. 

Large tall hills flattened almost immediately turning into an area of flat plains. 

Some beast that were late in escaping exploded into mass of blood before their globules of blood 

surging to the air and merge with the palm. 

The power exuded from the palm is like a primordial physical force that squash and kill all living 

creatures. 

The entire South American continent shook with an intensity that akin of the Earth splitting apart and 

quakes and tremors fills the world, and even the sea was affected as high level of water surges up in the 

oceans 

Even more collapses of mountains and structures all over the continent accelerated. Crater pop out of 

nowhere and abyss emanating dark miasma were born 

The land groaned and the sky thundered. The depression from the pressure of the palm cracks the Earth 

surfaces 

A greater wave of energy seems to envelop the entire South American Continent, demonic soldiers 

exploded in an incalculable number, as fireworks of demonic creatures exploding could be seen in the 

ground and in the sky 

The closer the palm is coming down the more calamity the world is experiencing. 

Deafening thunders resonated all over the world, the sound travels through all the worlds and to some 

of the furthest part of the world, they could hear the sound of the echoes of thunders and some could 

see the traces of lightning flashing from a world away. 

Winds whipped fiercely and clouds in a continent away was rolled back. The pressure shocks everyone. 

Then a portal opened suddenly in the sky 



But it is clear that the portal that was opened was not opened by the instability of the fabric of reality 

but it was forcibly opened. 

Azief notices it but he did not care much about it. 

He already gained enough momentum and energy to execute this world ending palm strike. Right now, 

he is just missing the last step which is putting his hand down. 

Coming out of that portal is a demonic creature. 

The moment he comes out, the Laws of the world tries to bind this demonic creature but this demonic 

creature roars and the laws around him break and dissipated. 

It is clear that this is not some normal demonic creature 

Azief raise his eyebrows a bit and there is a sly smirk on his face 

‘A Demonic Duke’ Azief thought to himself. 

But he is clearly not fearful. Instead he is still calm and unruffled by this sudden appearance of a 

powerful demonic creature 

Because the moment that the Demonic Duke reveals its power, the restriction of the All Source kicked in 

and the pressure of Heaven envelops the Seresian Demonic Duke making him to be weaker than he 

should be. 

Azief smiles. 

It is clear that the high ranking demons of the Seresian army had notice that there is something wrong in 

the South American Continent and forcefully opens up a rip to the South American Continent. 

The palm attack is not only used to cleanse all of the invading forces but it is also use to close up all the 

space rips. 

And he already managed to do that as the space and time around the South American Continent is 

already in stability. 

But the Demonic Duke is able to rip the space around the continent is because this Demonic Duke is 

already on Earth Prime. 

Azief smiles not only because that he is confident that he could defeat this Demonic Duke. 

It is also because he knows that by coming here, somewhere else in the world, the pressure of the 

invading force lessens. 

‘I did not come for you to look for trouble but you delivered yourself to me’ Azief thought. 

The Demonic Duke is charging towards him, its hand is full of black flames as the area around his hand 

distorted like even Laws and Concepts could not stand the heat of that black flame. 

The distance between them is not that far. 

There is only fifteen kilometers distance between them. 



This might be a far distance to some people but for the people that is at the level of Divine 

Comprehension leveler, this distance is very close. 

Azief did not have his Cosmic Laws right now but if he has, he could easily appear in front of the 

Demonic Duke in just a matter of less than a second. 

Azief smiles as he said. 

‘Since you came, then don’t dream of returning back’ Azief said, his shouts fill the sky as he put down his 

palm. 

The world ending palm strike descended! 

Chapter 786: A deal (1) 

BOOM! 

The sound of explosion is like a signs of the calamity that is about to descend to the invaders of Earth 

Prime 

The sky appears to break as thunders storms and tornadoes fills the whole skies and the surface area of 

the South America Continent. 

Forest were devastated and the world appears to be in its most chaotic period. 

The scenery, the disaster, it was like the coming of the end times. The Demonic Duke took a step and he 

appears just a few meters near Azief. 

It is clear that he wanted to try to kill Azief before the palm strike could be completed. Azief smirks 

‘Futile efforts’ he muttered 

Azief had already created a space barrier around him. If not, with that one step of the Demonic Duke, 

the Demonic Duke would already be in the line of attack and be able to reach him 

Azief only smiles as the demonic duke suddenly felt an overwhelming power weighing down on him 

Up there on the Heaven, coming down with great speed, is the Palm. 

The Palm did not only affect the Heavens it also affected the Earth. On each of the five fingers, swirl of 

death and life force envelops each of its fingers. 

An enormous vortex appeared wherever the Palm passes and these vortices all spun rapidly, thundering 

as it spun, the sound travels the whole world like the sound of a buzzing 

Right now, Azief presence loomed like a titan over the sky and over the firmament. 

He then pressed own his palm. 

The demonic duke who was near Azief suddenly wanted to retreat. It took a step backward and punch 

the space around him. 

It should make the space around him to break off and then the Demonic Duke could run into the chaotic 

space tunnel but when the demonic duke punches the area with his hand, no space breaks off. 
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Azief laughed a bit. He already sealed the space around him. Sealing Space is like the easiest thing for 

him. 

The moment that Demonic Duke enter the range that he had set, the Demonic Duke could no longer run 

away. 

Then an aural eruption filled the world as the Palm smack down. 

Up there on the sky, the whole world could see a titanic figure of Death Monarch lifting his palm and 

bringing it down smacking to the world 

The Demonic Duke tried vainly to escape but as the palm comes down, there is nothing the Demonic 

Duke could do as its shrieks loudly and roars. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this 

content please go to website novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 

The Palm passes through him and the Laws all over the Demonic Duke scattered and with a last roar, the 

Demonic Duke scattered into energy. 

The energy that the Demonic Duke had accumulated all of its existence now are turned into EXP. Low 

level leveler could not see the EXP origins as they think it is just some game. 

But EXP is simply energies that come from the things they killed whether they are beast, monsters or 

even outsider invaders. 

Azief saw it and he nodded. 

‘Good. I guess you invaders have some uses’ He knows that this invasion of the Otherworlds is a 

calamity. But it could also turn into a blessing. 

One of the worries that Azief had is always the worry that the energy in the world would not be enough. 

But now these Seresian demonic creature that comes in millions is providing energy to the world. 

When they die, their energy would be absorbed by the All Source and then distributed to Earth Prime. 

Azief had long knows the method of EXP and how to get it. 

The monsters that the All Source created lacks a soul. They die and after a while they would get 

respawned. 

If the area lack energy, then it would take longer for monster to be respawned. 

As such, Azief believes that as more and more powerful leveler existed, the harder it is for people to 

level up because the energy of the world would be manipulated by these powerful levelers 

That is why Azief had never slack off in attaining new heights because he knew that energy is limited. 

These Multiversal Convergence gives a chance for people to raises up their levels. When the EXP is 

about to come near Azief and bestow it, Azief only smiles. 

At his current level he did not need EXP anymore. 



He requires something else since he did not walk the same path as everyone. He just waves his hand and 

this EXP shower down toward a village in the South American Continent. 

Most people of that village were all around Pillar Forming and Orb Condensing stage. 

When these great mouth of energy sweeps by the villages, the Pillar Forming leveler all break through to 

Energy Disperse and all the Orb Condensing is only a step away from Seed Forming. 

That is how potent the amount of energy of a Demonic Duke. It is full of energy. Azief smiles a bit as he 

thinks of something. 

If he dies, he might even nourish the entire world with all the energy that is contained in his body 

As he thinks of all these inconsequential though, the palm keeps coming down. 

The Demonic Duke is already destroyed and as the palm coming down another few kilometers below, all 

the demonic creature in the sky exploded even those of the demonic count. 

Not to mention the weaker ones among them that did not even have the change to explode and 

disintegrates as the pressure of the palm comes down first before even the palm itself 

They exploded and then in just a matter of second, the palm smacks the ground. 

A huge powerful shockwaves spreads all over the continent. 

It cleanses the South American continents from all of its invading forces whether it be from people of 

the Otherworlds or the demonic creatures. 

But none of the members of the League of Freedom or the people of the Earth Prime was affected by 

the shockwave other than having their hair stood up and their body trembling a bit. 

The world suddenly become silent. 

Narleod, Warp, Hamad, Hatta and the other members of the League of Freedom who just a few second 

ago were downing pills and drinking potion ready to engage in the fight for their life, now stood there 

transfixed looking around them. 

It was empty. 

All the soldiers from the Otherworlds forces and the demonic creatures had all disappeared. 

Peace reigned and life could bloom. The sky is blue and clear, the white clouds appears and the world is 

full of joy again. 

It was like all of the struggle before were all a bad dream. Narleod frowns become even deeper as he 

thought to himself 

Death Monarch become even more powerful. 

‘Where is his limits?’ 

he thought to himself. 



There is no trace of tiredness at all. That is what everyone noticed when they look toward Death 

Monarch up there in the sky b his lonesome, like a solitary god 

Azief did not feel tired. 

That is because of his physique that defies common sense. But he did feel drained. 

Creating such a large and powerful palm strike is not easy. Especially because of what the palm strike 

was supposed to do. 

if he just wanted to create a large palm and smack it down, that is simple. 

But to create a palm strike that is full of profundity of laws and Concepts of the world, to close up all the 

space rips and ensure the stability of Time and Space, repairing the fabric of reality and at the same time 

annihilate all the demonic creatures and the otherworldly forces from other world while at the same 

time maintaining the binding of Heaven and Earth towards the invaders, how could even Death 

Monarch not feel drained. 

Chapter 787: A deal (2) 

But there is a reason why even after all that he still creates such a palm strike and still be fine and 

appears like he is not drained at all 

Because he is recovering at breakneck speed and the effect of his attack had now create an energy surge 

all over South American Continent. 

With his eyes he could see how these energies that come from the fallen demonic creatures and the 

energy of the otherworld forces falls into the ground. 

Some surged up to the sky and will help the strengthening of the world. 

After this, Azief would expect that the world will be full of monsters again. The All Source would spawn 

more monster and would gave the chance for humanity to rises up in level again. 

‘Is this a calamity? Or a blessing?’ he thought to himself. 

He then absorbs some of the energies to replenish his drain off energy. The Laws around him is also 

healing him. Not to mention the Heaven Will that is already partial to him. 

Azief then look below. He could see some of them are still dumbfounded. 

He looks at Hatta and Hamad and he said, his voice seems to reach those below like he was speaking 

beside them 

‘Hamad, Hatta won’t you thank this old acquaintance of yours?’ Azief said with a slight smile. 

Hamad and Hatta like they were broken from a long dream were startled and then shake their head as 

they shouted. 

‘How could we dare?’ Azief laugh. His laugh was carefree and like he was the overlord of all, carefree 

and unrestrained. 
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‘You are still here, huh. I thought you would go back. But I guess, surviving all the changes of the world, 

you are one of the lucky ones’ 

Hamad and Hatta look at each other and then they laughed. 

They nodded and then Azief look toward Narleod. 

This time the other members of the League of Freedom all become tense. 

The words between Hamad, Hatta and Death Monarch is a word of greeting between old acquaintance. 

Some of the members of the League of Freedom did not know that such a normal member knows such a 

world renowned figure. 

But the conversation between them is understandable. But now suddenly Death Monarch is looking at 

their leader. 

And his eyes are very cold. How could the members of the league of Freedom is not alarmed? Everyone 

know that Death Monarch possess all kinds of abilities. 

There so many rumors and exaggerated stories about him. But mixed in that exaggeration and rumors, 

there must be some grain of truth in that. 

They just saw how Death Monarch kill almost every single enemy in the South American Continent just 

by pushing down his palm. 

Now, that Death Monarch suddenly look toward their leader Narleod, some of them recall the stories 

that Death Monarch stare alone could kill people. 

They all were alarmed and they are all ready to trade blows. This movement of theirs did not escape the 

judgement of Azief as he then smiles 

‘Narleod, you have loyal subordinates. Most people would not even dare to show any hostile intention 

towards me’ 

Narleod still have that complicated expression on his face but then he laughs, his eye showing the same 

madness that always made Azief uneasy. 

Narleod then said 

‘We are all crazy people.’ Azief was shocked hearing Narleod answer and then he laughs. 

‘Hahaha’ his laugh echoes above Heaven and resounded over the Earth. 

His laughing fills the area between Heaven and Earth and it pressure those League of Freedom members 

so hard that they could not help but tried to close their ears. 

The laughter stops and then the world is calm again. 

Azief then said. 

‘I have destroyed all the space rips in the South American Continent’ he suddenly declared. 



Go to pandemonium and aid my people. Everyone could hear the tone of Death Monarch. He is not 

requesting help. He is ordering the League of Freedom. 

But no one felt the need to protest. 

After all, it is true that they owe a great debt toward Death Monarch right now. 

Azief on the other and did not think that they owe him any debt whatsoever. Because this problem 

originated from him. But they didn’t need to know about it right now. 

Narleod on the other and also did not want to protest. But he does have some concerns. 

‘But…what if more space rips opened up when we go to pandemonium? This is my territory. If I go to 

another continent and ignore my home, how could people here would ever respect and listens to me in 

the future’ 

Azief did not answer. 

Instead he looks toward one direction. 

The direction that he is looking at is the direction of the African continent. He squinted his eyes and he 

could see that the African Continent has been cleansed off from all invading forces. 

Now, the fighters and the African Alliance is beginning rescue operation by sending healers and 

medicine aid to those who are injured. 

The titanic Law Body in the African Continent has stopped moving after finished cleansing the continent. 

Now that the Law Body had fulfil the mission that he had given Azief could easily summon it back to 

become the Laws inside his Inner universe. 

But he did not do that. He thought of only one desire. 

‘Come to me’ 

And then suddenly to the shock of everyone, a titanic figure materialized in front of them, standing 

behind Azief. Now everyone single people in the South American Continent could see the titanic figure 

looming there in the distance like some kind of avatar of deities. 

The moment this titanic figure materializes the laws of Life seems to materialize out of nowhere as 

flowers bloom and trees sprouted up as some of them even evolve themselves to become stronger and 

sturdier. 

Smiling, Azief then look at Narleod. 

‘My Law Body would guard this continent for you’ Narleod seeing that titanic figure laugh and nodded 

‘Fine. I have no problem with it. But it would take some time for us to arrive in Pandemonium. Warp 

could only teleport so much’ 

Azief smiles and then said 

‘Leave that to me’ 



The Cosmic Law Body look toward the group of fighters from the League of Freedom. One look and all of 

them were healed 

All their fatigue and all of their injuries were healed. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading 

this content please go to website novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 

Then before they could even exclaim in shock, the Cosmic Law Body waves his hand and those people 

and even the tortoise disappeared as the space around them turned into kaleidoscope shape before 

reassembling itself and the space around the area become normal again. 

Azief then no longer pay attention toward this area. 

Instead he looks toward the sky, his eyes seem to be piercing the clouds as his gaze finally rested on the 

moon. 

He frowned a bit and thought to himself 

‘I hope you succeed up there’ then Azief take another step and he disappeared from the South American 

Continent 

There is now only the Cosmic Law Body there as it stands there and close its eyes like a silent guardian. 

In Pandemonium, four tortoise appeared and all kinds of fighters appeared suddenly amidst a great 

battle and then laughing Narleod shouted to his people 

‘Let us not owe Death Monarch any debts! Attack!’ the great fighters of the League of Freedom appears 

suddenly in Pandemonium and began helping the great heroes and heroines of Pandemonium. 

Chapter 788: Up there in the moon 

Azief now appears on a large turbulent ocean, floating up there just out of the reach of the splashing 

water. 

Time around him seems to be slow down and as such each of the movement of the water could easily 

be seen from where it would go and what it would become if one could see the root causes. 

The great battle all over the world affect the Heaven and Earth. 

The seas were also affected. 

It did not escape Azief sense that there are also all kinds of new undersea creatures infiltrating the 

world. 

But Azief did not have any intention of fighting these beasts yet. 

He knows he should prioritize the enemy on the sky and on the surface before he attacks those 

creatures sunder the sea and those that burrow into the deep ground. 

This ocean separated what used to be Japan and what used to be the other Asian countries. Now those 

countries no longer existed and ruled by the Seven Great powers. 

Azief did not immediately went to the Lotus Palace and try to help Lotus Order. 
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That is because, he knows even though he appears like an invincible powerhouse, even he could never 

stop all the invasion forces in the world by his lonesome. 

The problem lies in how scattered they are. 

If they were gathered in one palace Azief did not doubt that if he uses all of his Thirteen Law Body, he 

could destroy all these forces cleanly. 

The problem was that these forces are scattered. 

It is still easy if they are gathered in one continent like the African Continent and the South American 

Continent where they swarmed the continent. 

It is harder to kill those who hides themselves in some new continents or new islands that popped out. 

there are also a few places in the world that seems to be protected from the vision of the Heavens. This 

is the anomaly of the world like the Bubble Land under the sea. 

Give him enough time, he would be able to do that but he too has his own difficulties. 

He could win against them and force them back but if he does it alone it would take a long time. Even 

now he is not doing it alone. 

Will and his teacher is also trying to repair the damages. Using his power to close the rip already drained 

him and he could not keep doing it unless he did not fear death. 

Azief did not fears any Demonic Duke. 

He fears that there is a Demon King or Demon Queen that did not show themselves and waiting for the 

opportune moment to reveal themselves. 

That is what restrict Azief from using all his Thirteen Law Bodies at the same time and sweep away all 

resistance. 

Unless all of the space rip is closed and the barrier between world is stabilized, Azief did not dare to 

leave himself vulnerable by using all of his power 

If in his weakest moment he would be taken advantage of and died, then Earth probably would also be 

doomed 

This world will become one of the many worlds that fall under the Seresian control and Azief would not 

let that happen. 

He expected something would happen when he opens the portals but one thing he did not expect was 

that there is a threat that could destroy Earth itself. 

He might appear carefree but right now, there is no one more anxious then him. If he could get the 

information that there is no Demon King or Demon Queen, then he could let loose. 

Fighting alone…. also have its cons. 

As such he did not immediately go to the Lotus Palace and help the Asian continent. 



Instead, there is a new plan brewing in his mind. He looks at the moon and his expression is very 

complicated. 

Azief saw something before when he sweeps the world and when he looks above the cosmos to see the 

translucent silhouette or worlds that aligned themselves with the position of Earth separated by a thin 

layer of dimensional barriers between worlds. 

He saw the moon and he saw the sun and when he saw it he instantly knows that there is something 

very weird about the sun and moon of Earth. 

At that time, he felt a sensation of power building up outside of Earth. He looks again up there in the sky 

piercing through the illusion mist that pervaded the skies and he could see the truth. 

He already had seen it before but now he has d a different intention toward what he sees now. he is 

seeing the moon and his eyes become determined. 

He is floating over the raging seas but his eyes and mind is on the moon and he is seeing different 

sceneries. 

His entire being become translucent like he is about to fade. 

One with the world, one with the Heaven. 

That is the state of Azief fright now. Even though he still holds Heaven Will, the sudden change of the 

world also affects the power of Heaven Will. 

Heaven Will absorbs the energy of the fallen whether they were from the life forms of Earth Prime or 

those Seresian demons and the otherworldly forces and as such Heaven Will become even stronger and 

capable of many more things. 

Azief right now could not believe the luck that has befallen him. If not for that he could not create such 

powerful world ending palm strike that could differentiate enemies and allies. 

When that palm descended, all the creature that Azief had deemed as his enemies were affected 

negatively and those who were not enemies were free of any negative effect of destructions. 

Other than the destruction of the natural world, the people and life forms were unharmed. 

If everyone knows how beneficial controlling the Heaven Will in the past, Azief believes he would have a 

lot of competitor. 

Maybe this is also one of the reason why his future keeps his grip on Heaven Will in the future. Because 

of the benefit that the Heaven Will gave him. 

Right now, he felt that if he wanted to enter Essence Creation, he could enter it without any fear of 

failure. 

‘Heh’ he snorted as his gaze is still looking at the moon above the sky 

His eyes could see someone and the clouds of illusion and barrier of magic were penetrated by the 

Heaven Will power like it was paper thin. 



Up there, in space, Hikigaya the Illusionist Archmage is floating up there on the surface of the moon, 

fighting against his tribulation to walk further in his path. 

Azief wanted to help. Hikigaya is already at the last phase, and he had succeeded the tribulation. 

He is forming his Laws. 

The moon and sun become his eyes as the world is filled with his aura of distorting the truth, turning the 

unreal to real, the real to unreal. Everything become ephemeral and illusion in his domain. 

There is an eye up in the sky, if one could see past the bright sunny glare. 

It disguises itself as the moon and the sun. But if one looks clearly, there is a ball of fire, a sun that emits 

no heat on the parts of the world where it is day. 

And on the parts of the world where it is night, the moon is round and smooth unlike the real moon 

which is full of craters. 

What is the requirements of Hikigaya breaking through Divine Comprehension? 

Deceiving the world. 

The invaders are pulled into his illusion. Enemies of Earth Prime killed each other while they thought 

they killed the enemies. 

Hikigaya did not even lift a finger, swing a sword or did anything. 

As long as he maintains that eye, he is helping the world. 

A fake moon and a fake sun. 

‘Still far enough from being real’ Azief thought and he laughed 

Azief also felt happy that Hikigaya is breaking through. 

Judging from the influx of energy that is coming to Hikigaya. Azief could be certain that Hikigaya would 

succeed in forming his own Laws. 

If Hikigaya also become a Divine Comprehension leveler, Earth would have two powerful powerhouses 

that could contend with many intergalactic civilizations out there 

Hikigaya is trying to make the illusion to fill the whole world but it is too slow. 

Azief close his eyes and an apparition of himself appears in the moon. Even though Hikigaya is scattering 

his essence, an apparition of his illusory self appears. 

Like most Disk Formation leveler, Hikigaya could separate his mind and doing many things at once. 

Hikigaya look at Death Monarch and like most people who had dealing with Pandemonium and Death 

Monarch, his expression is very complicated. 

Azief only smiles. Then he said to Hikigaya 



‘There is too much people you wanted to pull in. And the world is very large. The illusion that you are 

trying to weave is very slow and to make it weave perfectly to the current reality is a taxing process. Real 

become unreal and unreal become real. A very great application of the Laws’ 

Azief simply said and his voice seems to be able to travel in space as the sound wave he emitted repels 

the vacuum state of the Universe and space. 

Hikigaya illusory self reply 

‘In everything, there is me. They would be trapped in eternal illusion and peace would reign.’ Azief 

smiles as he saw the disk that revolves around Hikigaya eyes. 

There is nine Disk revolving around Hikigaya pupils. 

The ultimate form of a Divine Comprehension levelers. A Divine Comprehension levelers of the Heavenly 

Realm. 

Azief of course exceeded that by four laws, attaining Perfection of Disk Formation. 

Even though Azief could nots surmise what kinds of Laws that Hikigaya cultivated, he could guess that it 

relates to reality and illusions. 

Of real and unreal, of the ethereal and of the tangible 

Hikigaya then asked 

What brings you here? I though you were about to cleanse all of the invading forces. 

Azief smiles and said 

‘I could not let only you reap the benefits. The energy of the world is climbing with each death. You are 

using the chaos and the blurry liens between worlds to break through. I could see a miniature version of 

you embedding yourself into the laws of many thing, altering the perceptions and befuddled the senses 

of thousands of people and that number is rising. Hmm, this is very ungrateful. You want to gain thing 

without doing nothing.’ 

Hikigaya expression turn hard 

‘Are you trying to stop me from breaking through, Death Monarch?’ there is a trace of anger in Hikigaya 

voice. 

Azief snorted and said 

‘Are you worthy? If I wanted to, you would not be speaking to me like this right now’ 

‘Then what it is that you want?’ 

‘I want you to be faster’ Hikigaya was shocked with the unexpected answer and then he frowned hard 

and understanding dawn on him. He looks at Azief and then ask 

‘You could not do it alone?’ Azief smiles and said 



‘The fate of the world should not be burdened onto the scheduler of one person. Don’t you agree? You 

all hated that I reign supreme over the Heavens. You all covet my seat. But none of you wanted to bear 

the responsibility.’ 

Azief said and then Hikigaya frowned. 

‘It is not that I don’t want to. My people is also there. And Earth is also my home. Why would I not help? 

It is because I wanted to help that I am breaking through right now’ 

Azief shake his head 

‘That is still too slow.’ 

‘Then what do you want me to do?’ 

As they were talking, Hikigaya is still imposing his illusion on many parts of the world. But it is going 

slowly and not everyone is affected. 

Azief apparition then said to Hikigaya illusory self. 

‘Let me help you’ Azief said 

‘Death Monarch…helping me? Hikigaya laughed like he heard a very funny joke. 

‘I would owe you then.’ Hikigaya said. 

Hikigaya had also sense something after he become Disk Formation. He could see that promises, owing 

someone something by one form or another created a bond that binds. 

One could say it is like quantum entanglements that binds the two people fates and destiny, each one 

affecting the others and unless that bond is cut away or resolve, destiny and fate would be intertwined. 

And freedom from fate and destiny would be impossible 

Azief simply said 

‘I would owe you too. I fear that there is a Demon King or a Demon Queen. I could not use all my 

strength wantonly for fearing that the Seresian is holding onto a trump card of theirs. The world need 

another Divine Comprehension leveler. And they need it fast. Your foundation is already stable and you 

already have Nine Disk. Breaking through, you will be a Divine Comprehension of the Heavenly Realm. 

When you enter Divine Comprehension, then it would be easier for us to cleanse all the world. That 

would also be an insurance if there is really a demon king or a demon queen hiding in the space rips.’ 

Hikigaya thinks for a second and then he said 

‘How would you help me?’ 

Azief smiles and then he grabs Hikigaya shoulder. The moment he grabbed it Hikigaya eyes seems to 

reach all over the world, seeing everything. 

His is the fastest way Azief could use to quickly help Hikigaya form his grand path of deceiving 

everything in the world 



The rate at which his illusion is expanding is unprecedented and it melded naturally with the laws of the 

world. 

Azief only hold Hikigaya shoulders for a few second but that is enough for him. 

The illusory body exploded but Hikigaya life force grows stronger. 

Azief could see the nine Laws that Hikigaya cultivated gaining powers, as the dust on the moon rise sup 

forced by an invisible power, compressing the Laws and forming Hikigaya fleshly body. 

This is the application of unreal turning real, real turning unreal 

Divine Comprehension is not the same as the other form of evolution of power. 

Pillars Forming, Orb Condensing, Energy Disperse Stage, Seed Forming and even Disk Formation have 

one disadvantage. 

That disadvantage lies in the solid form of power. 

Solid form of powers like Pillars. 

When one pillar is broken, there is a considerable power loss. 

The same could be said for the other mode of evolutions like Orb Condensing. Seed Formation and Disk 

Formation. 

When one Disk is broken, one would lose power for a while. 

But if the Disk is destroyed completely, then one would fall down from Disk Formation. 

Divine Comprehension is different in that the power did not compresses into some form of solid things 

that could be destroyed. It is the Laws of the Omniverse this content of novelfullbook.com, if you 
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To render such an ability useless, one had to cut off the Laws. And the only one that could do that is 

either stronger than a Divine Comprehension realm or a Divine Comprehension leveler itself. 

Azief then did not wait for long because he could see even in his current state about what is happening 

on Earth. 

And it is not something good that is happening over there. He knows that his help, though appears 

lackluster actually helps Hikigaya tremendously. 

Azief just only leave a few orders to him before leaving 

‘I will wait for you on Earth. I leave Asia to you’ Saying this Azief apparition disappears as the moon 

seems to be envelop by a purplish golden mist. 

The moon is turning into an eye and that eye is gazing toward the world below. The moon and the sun 

gazing at the world, two eyes that is filled with killing intent. 

Chapter 789: Take some time 
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Azief opens back his eyes and he is still floating on Asian sea area. All around him the turbulent seas 

rages and rages on 

His apparition up there in the moon had disappeared and Azief could feel that the formation of Laws by 

Hikigaya is about to be completed. 

‘This would help me tremendously’ Even right now, Azief could see a mass of energy swirling up there 

above the skies, swirling around the moon. 

‘A Heavenly Realm Divine Comprehension. That is impressive’ Azief thought to himself. 

Hikigaya could be considered a late bloomer. 

The world had always compared Azief to Raymond and many people believe that under Death Monarch, 

the number two strongest in the world is Raymond. 

But Azief also knows that this list is not entirely accurate. 

There are some people that did not wish to be known and there are some that did not show their 

strength, preferring to remain low profile like Jean. 

Jean ability is very troublesome to deal with. If Jean reaches Divine Comprehension, he would even 

become harder to deal with since he could use Time to play around with his enemies 

As for Hikigaya, that is a true definition of a late bloomer. 

Right now, the fact that Hikigaya manages to condense Nine Disk at such a small gap of time and seeing 

that there is no instability in his Disk, Azief could very well said that Hikigaya talents in comprehending 

the Laws is probably even higher than Raymond. 

Raymond seek stability. That is his path. While Hikigaya seems to try to differentiate what is the illusory 

and what is real. 

And it is clear that in this path, Hikigaya is faster. 

As the energy above seems to gather around the moon, Azief could see that an eye seems to open up. 

The moon and the sun become an eye. 

It is clear that Azief help Hikigaya to quickly impose his illusion on the world by using the Heaven Will 

Right now, many of regions in Asia seems to be enveloped by mysterious mist. 

Mist suddenly coming out of the voids and fills the area. 

Those who were invaders and have hostile intention to the people of Earth Prime all were shrouded 

with this mist. 

When the mist receded, they all turn crazy, killing their comrades maniacally. Most of those who were 

affected is the people from the Otherworld who were red in the eyes and their veins bulging from their 

body. 

They laughed as they turn on their comrade and some even started eating the flesh of their comrade in 

arms. 



This sight is truly terrifying 

There were also some Seresian demonic soldier that was affected but only the weakest among them 

would be affected while the strongest among them could maintain their sanity. 

In the eyes of the Otherworlds invaders, they are killing their enemies when in fact they are killing their 

brothers in arms. 

The Asian continent seems to be shrouded with a thick misty fog. Azief smiles as he thought to himself. 

‘It seems it would take some time for him to strengthen his illusion. But at least I now could cross Asia 

out of my list’ 

Azief then look around once again determining where he should go now. he then gazes further and his 

eyes saw what is happening in Antarctica. 

He took another steps, the space ripples and he appeared in the sky of Antarctica. 

All over the sky of Antarctica there is space rips and even some mini black holes that was the result of 

the great battle between the forces of the Order of Thinkers and the invaders from the other worlds. 

He could also feel a demonic force that seems to pervades every inch of space of the Antarctica 

continent 

Even though he had seen this scene with his Heaven Will vision, seeing it in front of his eyes, it still 

seems incredible. 

The thing that Azief is seeing is none other than the Demon Slaying Array. He could see the large and tall 

twelve pillars 

He could see the root of the twelve pillars, embedded deeply in the seabed of the oceans that 

surrounded the continent and saw the end of the twelve pillar which is up there above the clouds 

There are flat lands up there on top of the tip of the pillars. And there are lines on these flat lands that 

seems to connected energy from the ground to the top 

Azief took a quick glance and everything is revealed in his eyes 

Each of the pillars have a person on it and each of these person is all in terrible condition, some of them 

bleeding from their mouths, some lost their limbs and some even lost their lower body but they are still 

fighting. 

‘Hmm’ Azief muttered as he could see there are corpses of demonic creatures all around them. It is clear 

that they are protecting their position on top of the pillars not giving even an inch space for the demonic 

creatures to disturb whatever they were doing 

‘This kind of formation is truly one of a kind’ Azief thought to himself. After all, he could see where the 

energy of this formation come from 

Twelve people and twelve pillars. 



These are the twelve people that maintain the formation. Hence it would not be surprising that they 

were targeted and attacked by the Seresian demonic creatures 

Azief also had determined something very important. These demonic creatures of the Seresian world 

lack …independent thought. 

Someone is directing their actions. 

The area around the pillars seems to emanate holy light that dispel the demonic force. 

‘I could make use of this’ he thought while smirking a bit. A plan had already formed in his mind. 

‘Twelve pillars’ he repeated again. 

‘A great material’ he thought again as Azief took another step in the air. 

The space around him integrated and he appears suddenly at one of the pillars, like he was materializing 

out of thin air 

There is a person on the edges of the flat land of the top of the pillar. He could see that one of the Disk 

Formation levelers assigned to this pillar is about to die. 

He simply judged it by seeing his life force. Those who could see Azief eyes right now, would notice his 

eyes is clear blue like those of the Etherna. 

He could judge whether a person is about to die or not by seeing their life force. He frowned a bit and 

thought to himself. 

‘It seems Order of Thinkers really experimented with everything’ 

The reason he thought like this was because he notices something weird about these people guarding 

the pillars 

‘It turns out it is not people after all’ 

He once again glances around and his eyes could see all twelve of the people on top of the other pillars 

like distance and space concepts did not apply to him 

these twelve people is not as much as people but cybernetic organism. 

Cyborgs. 

The best or the worst of both worlds. 

that is because while some parts of their body is machinery it is also have the trace of magical power. 

Azief was quite curious how the Order of Thinkers managed to stunt the recovery and regeneration 

process of people. 

Seeing that most of these cyborgs is around Disk Formation leveler, unless they died completely, they 

could always regenerate their body and this is unconsciously done and not something that needed to be 

done intentionally. 



The fact that the Order of Thinker managed to merge new kinds of adaptive metals and stunted the 

recovery and regeneration process of people of Disk Formation seems more interesting to him than the 

fact that these people are cyborgs 

Man merged with machinery. 

It is not the first time Azief ever saw such thing so he was not that surprised. It is only a surprising 

matter that Order of Thinker could create one. 

After all, being a cyborg in Earth Prime is not like an upgrade of power. Instead it had its disadvantages 

especially if these people wanted to reach Divine Comprehension later. 

Azief smirks a bit when he understood the Order of Thinkers secret forces 

‘No wonder they are called the Order of Thinkers. So, they boosted the power of half dead person to 

such a level making them able to possess power close to the peak realm of Disk Formation. It seems 

Order of Thinkers is still hiding a lot of things from me’ 

Azief thought to himself. 

He appeared at the pillar. 

The large mob of demonic creatures was all about to tear the person on this pillar when Azief move his 

finger 

A force sweeps by the area and all of this mob they suddenly halted in their position. Azief was calm and 

it appears like he is easily walking through the battlefield 

They shrieked and was about to scream when Azief move his finger again and the Laws around the area 

was altered. 

This time even the sound waves around them stopped, making their sound could not travel. 

‘You Seresian are all the same. All of you are very noisy. Like mosquitoes. Is it that you are not able to 

speak, or is it that I do not understand your words. Your demonic counts and others could easily speak; 

why would the low level did not know how to speak?’ Azief shake his head. 

He spoke and none of the Seresian demon seems to understand. 

They do understand fear and they do feel emotions, though from what Azief could tell these emotions 

that these demonic creatures have is like it is an infancy. 

Like a child barely coming out of a womb and learning for the first time emotions of fear. 

Azief long notices something is very wrong about these demonic soldiers. Not only in this continent but 

also on the other continents. There must be some secrets. 

One of the problems that Azief notices is the exaggerated number of them. 

From what he could remember in his journey in the Seresian world and the subsequent war against the 

Demonic Emperor, the Seresian worlds seems to be fragmented and trillions of life were reaped in that 

great battle. 



All kinds of Demonic prince died turning to ashes. 

But Azief did not dwell on it for long. The reason is because this is the matter of the Seresian race and 

not his. 

Maybe they created a birth hub or maybe they have cloning technologies or maybe there is countless 

other technologies that create this mindless soldiers that did not seem to understand the concept of 

language. 

Yes, that is the conclusion that Azief had reached. 

These demonic creatures did not seem to understand even the simplest concept of language. It is like 

they come out of their mother womb and then were ordered to fight. 

There is like an imprinted sets of order sin their mind, some kind of locking mechanism in their minds 

and hearts. 

Azief notices it because he is a Divine Comprehension and there is much mysteries in this world that he 

knows of. 

If Hikigaya step onto Divine Comprehension, even he also probably would notice this weirdness about 

these demonic creatures. 

One of the hypothesis that was formed by Azief is that after the great war, the few Demonic Kings that 

survived the war had to replenish their demonic creatures. 

And maybe they found a way to create an endless soldier. 

Maybe there is a reason why they keep invading worlds and the act even become even more aggressive 

after the war with the Demon Emperor. 

But whatever it is, Azief did not have to dwell on it for too long because this is not his problem. 

Then Azief took a step. And the entire pillar seems to shake and disturbed the seabed from which these 

pillars originated. 

The space around Azief body seems to crack and break before reforming itself back. Azief smirk a bit this 
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‘This might take a little of my time’ he thought to himself. 

Chapter 790: A deal in the dark 

While Azief is in Antarctica, somewhere in the Island of Peace, inside a dark room illuminated by a 

floating golden candle is a throne. 

Near the throne there is two people. One is sitting on the throne, while the other one is a few feet away 

from the throne 

The situation inside the throne room feel very constricted. 
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Maybe it is because the wisp of energy that appeared every few seconds inside the room or maybe 

because of the gaze of that person who is standing a few meters away from the throne 

One of the person inside this room is a man who is wearing a purple robe with a crest of a butterfly. 

He sits on a floating machinery throne and on top of his head there is a metallic shiny helmet that seems 

to be connected with wires. 

Powerful fluctuation of energy flows through the wires and transmitted to the real world though no one 

portably could recognize that power if they were exposed to it unless they are very sensitive to the 

energy of the world. 

It is like a helmet only it looks more futuristic and its function is not as simple as just covering one head. 

It seems to amplifies the psychic power of this person. Of course this person sitting on the metallic 

throne is none other than Hirate the Mind Master 

The other one is looking at Hirate, his eyes seems to contain a hint of worry but that person quickly 

wipes that gaze 

Hirate is frowning on his throne and sweats seems to drip down from his body. Even the cold air of the 

room did not seem to be able to cool down his body 

Standing not far away from Hirate throne is a young man with blonde hair, green eyes and short curly 

hair. 

He stands there, looking like a male supermodel and look at Hirate lazily. 

‘Hirate’ The person shouted and in the enclosed room, the voice echoes endlessly. The air inside the 

room changed suddenly. It felt heavy somehow. 

The tall man only smirks as the heavy presence slowly materializing using the energy of the world. 

Then an apparition of Hirate appears in front of the floating throne, standing and glaring at the tall man. 

The apparition is translucent and looks to be unstable. Hirate only took a second to know who this 

person in front of him is. 

‘Trickster’ he said. 

Loki smiles. Yes, the other person inside the room that come unannounced is none other than the 

famous Trickster 

Hirate frowned a little as his original body that is sitting on the throne is trying to determine the position 

of Loki. 

Looking through the Cerebral Enhancement Device, he could sense that Loki is still in there inside the 

largest space rip restraining the main bulk of the demonic army. 

But it only took a second for Hirate to understand what happened. The Loki in front of him right now is 

probably an avatar of Loki. 



Hirate know all too well that while the Transformation Lord lack the offensive power of the other 

classes, it also has its advantages. 

Transformation is in the name of the class; one would not be surprised that if Loki reach a high level he 

could even turn inanimate things into an avatar of himself. 

Hirate was not surprised about Loki appearance inside this secluded secret room because they have 

made a deal before the battle begins. 

Loki had warned him about the explosion of space rips and the subsequent events that would happen. 

Up until now, all the things that Loki had said had become the truth. Earth is attracting other realities, 

worlds , dimensions and even merging with some of it. 

There is a lot of rips that seems to elad to a different world and reality splitting aprt and there are some 

aprts in the world where time seems to be affected affecting the timeflow rate that seems to defy the 

Laws of the world. 

An ancient city usdnndly apapered in one of the region of the world like the past repalyiong itself in that 

region. All of this kind of phenemeoen that seems to defy all sense of logic is occurring in many aports of 

the world 

Gushes of energy from the parallel universe that seeps in through barrier of worlds had transformed 

Earth larger and denser with energy than ever before and with it come certain changes to the world 

And now, the trickster is here, Hirate thought to himself 

The Trickster always had a catch. Loki would not help him without something for himself 

And Hirate is waiting for the catch. 

Right now, Hirate could sense that Loki is still restraining the largest army of the demonic soldiers from 

coming out of the space rips as such, Loki here talking to him, it is surly not for some simple talk 

Hirate is actually overwhelmed right now maintaining his psionic power over some parts of the World 

Government territory while at the same time taking notes of the enemy movements and locations. 

if not for Loki warning, the sacrifice that the World Government had to make probably rises to 

hundredfold. 

Because of the early warning, Hirate had manage to enact Protocol Eight and able to raise all the alarms 

and prevent total annihilation of many regions under the control of the World Government. 

After all, Island of Peace is not the only place that deserve protection from the World Government. 

Even though Island of Peace is a moving floating island and could be anywhere in the world, it is the 

charge of the World Government to protect the North American Continent. 

Luckily the forces of World Government there was mobilized early and is fighting fiercely to protect the 

cities and the population there. 



But as with other continent, the North American Continent had become too large for him to effectively 

save everyone. 

There would be casualties for those who live too far away from the influence of the great power. 

And the same for those who lives in some secluded places that even he did not know. 

Though, they might also be able to hide their villages from the eyes of the evading forces if they were 

truly secluded 

Casualties could not be avoided in such a great war. And he felt a little bit sad at this. 

Unless…there is a Divine Comprehension leveler that could ignore distance and time and possess the 

power to control Law, Hirate knew that today is going to be a long day for the World Government. 

Raymond is one step toward Divine Comprehension. But that one step is like the distance between 

Heaven and Earth. 

Raymond did not lack energy. He lacks some kind of understanding. He could break through, but his 

breakthrough would not be powerful. 

Hirate and Raymond both agree that unless it is truly desperate Raymond would not breakthrough until 

it is the most optimal moment 

But it is not like he did not make any plans at all for the survival of humanity and Earth. After all he also 

contacted the Orvanians. 

The arrival of the Orvanians would come in a half an hour. So, in half an hour they need to endure and 

od their best. 

Hirate had always remain in contact with the Orvanian especially after the World Government created 

the World Gate. 

He was always cautious and worry about the possibility that he would open a barrier to some other 

dangerous world. 

And even when he sent people through the World gat to enhance their energy and found opportunity 

for faster leveling up, Hirate had abide by the rules that the Orvanians had set upon them 

They do not prey on the Will of the World they come into contact with, they do not change and 

intervene in the world civilization and progress, did not introduce to them the ability of the great many 

worlds out there. 

And Hirate was very choosy when it comes to the world that they could travel into. 

They do not travel into a world that have more power than them or a technologically advanced 

civilization that equals them in fear that they would reverse engineer the space coordinate and trace 

back to this Earth. 

He fears that he would open a tunnel that connect this world and the Otherworlds. 

But Hirate was clear on one thing. 



This rip that opens up all over the world is not the fault of his World Gate. 

Someone or something had destabilized the fabric of reality in Earth Prime. 

Whoever this person was, he or she had destabilized it to a point that the world is now being forced to 

assimilate with other world realities. 

If not for the fact that Earth Prime possess such a powerful magical power that it is no easy to assimilate 

it to the other worlds, Earth might be different right now. 

All this flashes inside Hirate mind as he looks at Loki. His eyes are still glaring and it is obvious there is a 

hint of emotions that is hard to describe. 

Is it hatred? Is it fear? 

Anxiousness? 

It is hard to describe the emotion contained in that glare. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you 
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But there is one thing that is clear. Hirate did not like Loki. Not even one bit. The reason is probably 

because they are similar. 

No, he thought to himself. 

‘We are similar in some parts’ Hirate thought to himself and smirking he thought of something else 

‘And different in other respect’ he thought 

Hirate apparition sighed and then he said 

‘It is not time’ Loki smiles and nodded 

‘I know. I just came here because my brother has appeared. I wanted to remind you. You made a deal 

with me. And as such you must fulfill it when the time comes’ 

Hirate frown as he closes his eyes and sighed. there is pity and helplessness in his sigh 

He then opens back his eyes and said to Loki 

‘Is it worth it?’ 

Loki went silent for a while. 

He looks at the ceiling of this place, created by some reflective minerals that were bought from the 

Order of Thinkers, seemingly to reminisce something. 

Loki then laughed and said 

‘I would not do it if I didn’t think it is not worth it’ 

there was silence between them after that. Sometimes the room would shake because of the tremors of 

the great battle above them. 

These two people keep looking at each other and their thoughts are different when looking each other. 



Something that Loki deemed worth for all of the trouble that would follow is most certainly something 

that is close to his heart. 

Hirate at that moment had complicated feeing in his heart about what Loki had decided. So he could 

only sigh in his heart 

‘The path forward is hard indeed’ he thought to himself. 


